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Vanmark Expands Line of Peeler/Scrubber/Washers with 1820 Series 

New lower capacity machines offer continuous multipurpose processing 

 

Creston, IA: Vanmark, an industrial potato and produce processing equipment manufacturer, 

has expanded its line of Peeler/Scrubber/Washers with the introduction of the 1820 Series. The 

new machines offer continuous multipurpose operation, ease-of-use and durability Vanmark 

equipment is known for, at a lower capacity range, ideal for processors looking to automate or 

upgrade from batch processing. 

The 1820 Series Peeler/Scrubber/Washers integrate continuous washing and peeling into one 
machine, with a maximum flow rate of 4,000 pounds per hour. Machines are easily configured, 
operated and maintained for a variety of uses and products. 
 
“We are excited to satisfy a new customer base with these models. At this capacity, the 1820 
Series is designed for processors and growers who are currently batch processing potatoes and 
other root vegetables,” says Jason Davis, General Manager of Vanmark’s Creston, Iowa facility. 
“Not only will they get higher performance with continuous equipment, they can now also 
remove debris, polish, scrub and peel in the same machine, improving production and 
efficiency.”  
 
The 1820 Series is the latest addition to Vanmark’s line of Peeler/Scrubber/Washers, offering a 
range of processing capabilities, from limited duty to around-the-clock operations, for potato and 
produce products, including small diameter products. All models are configurable – from number 
and types of rolls, speed and a variety of options – giving processors flexibility for a variety of 
uses and products. Sanitary design ensures quick, thorough cleaning and safe products. 
Operation, roll changes and maintenance are all performed with ease.  
 
Vanmark will be showcasing the new 1820 Series Peeler/Scrubber/Washers at NWFPA Food & 
Beverage World January 8-10 in the Columbia Food Machinery booth #1350. 
 
Get all equipment specs and details at vanmark.com/new-1820-peeler-scrubber-washer. 
 

 

About Vanmark 
Vanmark expertly manufactures industrial potato and produce processing equipment that 

optimizes in-process storage, washing, peeling and cutting processes. Learn more at 

vanmark.com. 
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